Listen to the complete interview: Kevin Churchwell

CEO, Monroe Carroll, Jr. Children’s Hospital at Vanderbilt

Keywords / Phrases from the Introduction Track

- Medical School
- Residency
- Boston
- Cambridge
- Patients
- College
- Fellowships
- Physician

All sample questions are designed in order to apply internet search as a basis for exploring and discovering new information.

Sample Questions

- What is a residency in medical school? What are the different areas in which a student can pursue a residency?

- What criteria are used to determine the top residency programs? What type of sources can you find on the web related to exploring residency programs?

- What advice did Kevin Churchwell’s brother provide to him? How did Dr. Churchwell interpret and apply this advice?

- Describe the kinds of fellowships available in your area, region, or state related to math, science, or medical school?